RUBEN SALAZAR HS SCHOOL PBIS MATRIX
Office

Computer Lab

Stays Safe

-Keep hands, feet and objects to
yourself
-Follow directions
-Make good decisions
-Avoid conflict

-Enter and exit in orderly fashion

Acts with

-Respect school property
-Positive attitude
-Be honest
-Turn in lost items

-Use polite words and tone of voice
(please/thank you)
-Pay attention
-Be calm and wait patiently
-Refrain from using cellphones

integrity

Interacts with
courtesy

Nurtures

-Use appropriate voice
-Take care of school property
-Value others feelings and property
-Show appreciation

Front of School/Hallways/
Quad

Cafeteria

Restrooms

-Respect personal space and property
-Move to your destination in an orderly
manner
-Walk safely
-Share the space

-Wait your turn
-Keep area organized
-Leave your area clean

-Wait your turn
-Bathroom business only
-Report any problems to
your teacher

-Make good choices when using the
internet
-Use technology for educational
purposes
-Complete your own work

-Display affection appropriately
- Report vandals
-Help those in need
-Be courteous to adults and peers

-Stand in lunch line
appropriately
-Pay for your meal

-Report inappropriate
behaviors
-Be respectful of the
bathroom environment
-Follow drug free
expectations

-Follow directions
- Use your “inside’ voice
- Raise your hand for assistance

-Use appropriate words and tone of
voice
-Have positive interactions
-Use good table manners

-Use your inside voice
-Be friendly
-Only touch your food

-Respect others
-Clean up after yourself
-Use time appropriately

-Follow directions of teacher
-Encourage and help others
-Use kind words

-Keep appropriate physical boundaries
-Control tone of voices and sounds

-Show appreciation for staff
-Follow directions of adults
-Use polite words and good
manners

-Respect the privacy of
others
-Be mindful of others

-Be considerate of those working in the
classrooms
-Walk to your destination
-Calm quiet behavior
-Properly dispose of trash

-Use food and trays properly
-Put trash in proper place

-Keep restroom clean
-Practices good hygiene
-Use restroom pass

-Stay in your seat
-Report any incidents
-Respect personal space and property
-Finish/dispose of food outside lab

empathy

Takes
responsibility

-Keep interruptions to a minimum
-Arrive at appropriate times

-Follow media center/computer lab
rules
- Use equipment correctly
-Access only appropriate websites
-Have all necessary materials with you
-Clean up your work area

